Simplifying the Management of Cloud Sprawl
 Rapid delivery of applications with emerging

 Cloud admin and operators need to monitor resource
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resources further increase management complexity. 

manage and control your cloud infrastructure. 

Complete Insight into Cloud
Services Consumption




Get massive value from your data. A simple and intuitive dashboard provides
you with aggregated usage, demand, capacity, and consumption
information across your whole portfolio of services. Seamless integration with
ERP systems and consolidated service management KPIs let you analyze
data and make quick decisions to reduce cost and optimize IT resources.
MSP billing based on service consumption is fast and effortless.

Reduce Costs by Using
Uni ed View
Because control of cloud accounts is decentralized, many companies are
challenged to pinpoint where waste is occurring and how to eliminate it on
an ongoing basis. The Flint dashboard centralizes cloud consumption data
across public, private and hybrid cloud providers and infrastructure, so
planners can explore cost information for analysis and to better understand
how to ef ciently allocate cloud resources associated with speci c business
activities, projects or units.

Order Cloud Services via
Single Front
Authorized users can easily provisionl, modify, or decommission on-demand
infrastructure through a simple self-service portal. Suitable for IT service
deployment of any kind including private and public cloud, single, bundle, or
multi-provider services. The service catalog module gives you multi-tenant
organization hierarchy support and creates a seamless user experience.

Standardized Cloud
Provisioning Across Multiple
Environments
Multi-provider cloud consumption and management can be overwhelming.
The Flint IT Automation Platform provides standardized service provisioning
and management to make application and environment deployment fast,
easy, and cost-effective. Administrators can quickly build new services and
edit existing con gurations.

Maximise Control via Rolebased Access
Complete insight into every aspect of ITSM comes as standard. Easily create
tickets or set up thresholds, events, and alerts for automatic noti cation and
resolution of issues. Get a single, uni ed view of your key IT service metrics —
incidents, problems, demand, capacity, change, availability, responsiveness,
and more. Create custom dashboards to zero-in on mission critical IT services.

STOP CLOUD SPRAWL WITH UNIFIED PLATFORM APPROACH
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